Abstract Given a point on the standard simplex, we calculate a proximal point on the regular grid which is closest with respect to any norm in a large class, including all p -norms for p ≥ 1. We show that the minimal p -distance to the regular grid on the standard simplex can exceed one, even for very fine mesh sizes in high dimensions. Furthermore, for p = 1, the maximum minimal distance approaches the 1 -diameter of the standard simplex. We also put our results into perspective with respect to the literature on approximating global optimization problems over the standard simplex by means of the regular grid.
dard simplex given by
where R n + denotes the nonnegative orthant. Of course, neither convex nor concave objective functions pose a serious problem for this feasible set, but there are functions with indefinite curvature which constitute the hardest instances. For example, the maximum-clique problem [2] can be written as an indefinite quadratic optimization problem over ∆ n . In a much more general context, because of their simple polyhedral structure, simplices play a central role in global optimization, see for example [11, 14, 15] .
The standard simplex ∆ n can be approximated in a natural way by a sequence of increasingly finer regular grids ∆ n r , r = 1, 2, . . ., where each grid ∆ n r consists of O(n r ) rational points. Given an optimization problem over the standard simplex, the grid point with the best objective function value yields an approximate solution and the accuracy of this discretization can be improved as the grid gets finer. This approach was studied in detail by [13] , see also [18, Chap. 8] ; one important result there is that this algorithm has the best worst-case complexity in some situations. For various classes of objective functions, the regular grid serves as a tool to prove that these classes admit a polynomial-time approximation scheme, be it with respect to absolute or relative approximation ratio [10, 7, 8] . For a concise survey, see [6] .
Motivated by these results, we study the properties of regular grids on the standard simplex. To begin with, let us mention the recent paper [4] where reduction strategies for branch-and-bound methods are proposed which avoid evaluation at all grid points. This paper also specifies application in blending and product design. Here, we follow a different approach. To be more precise, we give a simple characterization of the closest point on the grid with respect to a rather large class of norms, including all p -norms for p ≥ 1. We call this procedure a rounding rule since it may also be used in the reverse sense, when continuous relaxations of (mixed-)integer optimization problems are employed, to find a good feasible solution in a heuristic way, and at the same time keeping a balance constraint. Naturally, this avenue has been traveled before, one of the most influential papers being probably [5] dealing with a more general situation of integer optimization.
We then establish lower bounds on the maximum distance between any point on the standard simplex and the closest point on the grid, henceforth referred to as the maximin distance. For p -norms, the maximin distance is formally defined as
For p ∈ {1, 2, ∞}, we give an exact characterization of the maximin distance. We also study the asymptotic behavior of the maximin distance for fixed r as n → ∞, and we discuss some implications of our findings for the regular grid approximation of global optimization problems over the standard simplex, which also may have consequences for discrete rounding. For instance, due to the special structure of the simplex, we are able to reduce the estimate of [5, Thm.1] focusing on the case p = ∞ considerably, getting rid of a factor n.
To be more precise, this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the rounding rule, which yields a simple characterization of the proximal grid point with respect to a large class of norms. In this context, Section 3 establishes a lower bound for the maximin distance for all p -norms for finite p ≥ 1. In Section 4, we develop lower and upper bounds on the maximin distance as n tends to infinity. For p ∈ {1, 2, ∞}, exact maximin distances are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 is devoted to the implications of our results in the context of approximating more general global optimization problems over the standard simplex.
Notation
The vector of all ones is denoted by e = [1, . . .
n , where e i denotes the i-th column of the n × n identity matrix. For a given real number y ∈ R, we denote by y the integer part of y, i.e., the largest integer not exceeding y, and by s(y) = y − y , the fractional part of y (so that we always have 0 ≤ s(y) < 1). Further, we abbreviate by µ rn = min {n − 1, r}, and for two integers m and k with k ≤ m, we abbreviate by [k : m] = {k, k + 1, . . . , m − 1, m}, the set of all integers between k and m. Let us also denote by
the ordered vectors with n coordinates.
The Rounding Rule
Let n and r be given positive integers. Suppose x ∈ ∆ n , the standard simplex in R n , and fix the grid denominator at r. We define
and consider the regular grid ∆
n] the fractional part vector of y and observe that
is a non-negative integer. The rounding rule is simple: round the k(y) largest coordinates s(y i ) up to one and all other coordinates s(y j ) down to zero. We may and do re-order the coordinates s(y i ) in non-increasing order so that s(y) ∈ R n > . Thus, we obtain an integer grid vector m r (y) := y 1 + 1, . . . , y k(y) + 1, y k(y)+1 , . . . , y n ∈ N n r .
Indeed, e m r (y) = k(y) + n i=1 y i = r. We now prove that this vector is proximal with respect to a large class of norms, including all p -norms defined by
1/p for any finite p ≥ 1. Note that if there are ties in the ordering of the coordinates of s(y), then m r (y) need not be the unique proximal vector of y in the grid N n r .
Theorem 1 Let x ∈ ∆
n be an arbitrary point on the standard simplex. Suppose that the coordinates of x are reordered such that s(rx) ∈ R n > . Using the definition above, for any positive integer r, 1 r m r (rx) is one of the closest points on the regular grid ∆ n r to x with respect to any norm of the form x = ϕ ( n i=1 ψ(|x i |)) with ϕ and ψ strictly increasing on R + and ψ satisfying
Proof We show the analogue statement for y = rx and m r (y). So let u ∈ N n r be a proximal point to y with respect to the norm . of the supposed form. First, we claim that u i ∈ { y i , y i + 1} for all i. Indeed, assume u i < y i for some i. Then there is a j = i such that u j ≥ y j + 1 ≥ 1 (and also u j > y j ), because otherwise we would get a contradiction to e u = r = e y. Now construct an integer point v ∈ N n r with coordinates v i := u i + 1 ≤ y i , v j := u j −1 ≥ 0, and v k := u k otherwise. We abbreviate by z := y i −u i −1 ≥ 0 and by w := u j − y j > 0. By construction and assumption, we get
contradicting proximality of u. Similarly, we can show that u j ≤ y j + 1 for all j. Hence we arrive at u i ∈ { y i , y i + 1} for all i. Finally, suppose that u = m r (y). Then, by the argument above, we know that for at least one j ≤ k(y) and at least one i > k(y), we get u j = y j while u i = y i + 1. Swapping v i := u i − 1, v j := u j + 1 and v k := u k for all other k as before, we arrive again at v ∈ N n r with We remark that all p -norms with finite p ≥ 1 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. On the other hand, the ∞ -norm does not satisfy these hypotheses. However, the next result reveals that we can still extend the same proximality result to the ∞ -norm.
Theorem 2 Let x ∈ ∆ n be an arbitrary point on the standard simplex. Suppose that the coordinates of x are reordered such that s(rx) ∈ R n > . Using the definition above, for any positive integer r, 1 r m r (rx) is one of the closest points on the regular grid ∆ n r to x with respect to the ∞ -norm.
Proof In a similar fashion, we establish an analogous result for y = rx and m r (y). We first establish that there exists a proximal point u ∈ N n r such that u i ∈ { y i , y i + 1} for each i = 1, . . . , n. Let us define s(y) as before and let k(y) = e s(y). If we round up any subset of k(y) coordinates of y and round down the remaining n − k(y) coordinates, the resulting point v satisfies v i ∈ { y i , y i + 1} for each i = 1, . . . , n. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that v ∈ N n r . Clearly, we have y − v ∞ ≤ 1. On the other hand, if we round up fewer or more than k(y) coordinates of y, and round down the remaining ones, then the remaining point no longer belongs to N n r . For any point w ∈ N n r such that w i < y i for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we obtain y − w ∞ ≥ |y i − w i | ≥ 1. Similarly, for any z ∈ N n r such that z j > y j + 1 for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have y − z ∞ ≥ |y j − z j | ≥ 1. Therefore, it suffices to consider only the points v ∈ N n r such that v i ∈ { y i , y i + 1} for each i = 1, . . . , n. By the previous discussion, we just need to determine the right subset of k(y) coordinates of y to be rounded up.
Recall that m r (y) is obtained by rounding up the k(y) largest coordinates of s(y) and rounding down the remaining n − k(y) coordinates. We now establish that m r (y) is one of the closest points to y. Suppose that there exists a proximal point u ∈ N n r that is obtained by rounding up a different subset of k(y) coordinates of y. Since s(y) ∈ R n > , there exist two coordinates i > k(y) ≥ j such that u i = y i + 1 and u j = y j . If we define a new point v ∈ N n r such that v i = y i , v j = y j + 1, and v k = u k otherwise, then Next, we show that the maximin p distance can be computed by solving a finite number of global optimization problems:
Theorem 3 Let A p (n, r) denote the maximin p distance over ∆ n with respect to the regular grid ∆ n r . For any p ∈ [1, ∞), we have
and, for k∈ [1 :
Further, we have
Proof Given x ∈ ∆ n , let us define y = rx. Note that s(y) ∈ S k for some k∈ [1 : µ rn ], namely for k = k(y), after possibly rearranging the coordinates in non-increasing order. Conversely, for each s ∈ S k , k∈ [1 : µ rn ], there exists x ∈ ∆ n such that y = rx satisfies s(y) = s. Indeed, take for instance y 1 := r − k + s 1 ≥ 0 and all other y i = s i ≥ 0. We therefore have
Thus, (3) follows. Let us now fix k and consider the inner optimization problem, which can be equivalently stated as
Therefore we also have shown (5).
Asymptotic Values for the Maximin Distance
First, let us derive an asymptotic lower bound for A p (n, r) for fixed r as n → ∞:
Proof First, we determineφ
Hence, taking the p-th root in (5), we arrive at the asymptotic lower bound
A similar asymptotic result would hold if we allow r to vary with n in a way that r n → 0 as n → ∞. Anyhow, we do not yet know how large A p (n, r) can actually get. To derive upper bounds, we need to investigate in more detail the optimization problem (3) for general p. For k∈ [1 : µ rn ], let us define S k as in (4) . Consider the following inner optimization problem in (3) over the closurē S k of S k , which we look at in a parameterized way:
where z k (τ ) is the optimal value of the problem (P k (τ )) defined by
Let us fix τ ∈ [0, 1]. We will first establish some properties of an optimal solution of (P k (τ )).
We define some disjoint intervals for τ whose union covers the interval (0, 1]:
Lemma 1 Let 1 < p < ∞ and k∈ [1 : n − 1] and fix τ ∈ [0, 1]. Then the optimal solution s k (τ ) of (P k (τ )) is unique, and is given as follows:
Proof Letŝ ∈ R n denote an optimal solution of (P k (τ )); one such solution must exist due to compactness of S k . We claim that there exists at most one index i ∈ [1 : k] such that τ <ŝ i < 1. Indeed, suppose, to the contrary, that there exist two indices i 1 ∈ [1 : k] and i 2 ∈ [1 : k] such that i 1 = i 2 and τ <ŝ i < 1 for i ∈ {i 1 , i 2 }. We can assume thatŝ i1 ≥ŝ i2 . Then, by the hypothesis, there exists δ > 0 such that we can increaseŝ i1 by δ and decreaseŝ i2 by δ without changing the remaining coordinates ofŝ, and the resulting solution, after possibly re-ordering the coordinates, is still feasible for (P k (τ )). By the definition of the objective function ψ p (s, k) and our hypotheses that i 1 ∈ [1 : k] and i 2 ∈ [1 : k], we can assume, for simplicity, that the order of the coordinates of the modified solution, denoted bys, is the same as that ofŝ. We claim that s has a better objective function value than that ofŝ, i.e., ψ p (s, k) > ψ p (ŝ, k):
p is strictly convex in t ∈ (0, 1) as 1 < p < ∞. Therefore, the linear approximation at any pointt lies strictly under the function, i.e.,
It follows that
Adding the two inequalities, we obtain
Since the last term on the right-hand side is nonnegative, it follows that ψ p (s, k) > ψ p (ŝ, k), which contradicts the optimality ofŝ. We next claim that there exists at most one index j∈ [k + 1 : n] such that 0 <ŝ j < τ . Relying on the strict convexity of the function t p on (0, 1), we can employ a similar contradiction argument to establish this claim. Furthermore, we cannot have an index pair (i, j) ∈ [1 : k] × [k + 1 : n] such that the inequalities τ <ŝ i < 1 and 0 <ŝ j < τ hold simultaneously. Otherwise, by decreasingŝ i by a sufficiently small number δ > 0 and increasingŝ j by the same number δ, we obtain a strictly better feasible solution, which is again a contradiction. Next, if τ = 0 or τ = 1, the only feasible solution is given by s 1 = . . . = s k = 1 and s k+1 = . . . = s n = 0, which implies that z k (τ ) = 0. Let us now assume that 0 < τ ≤ k/n < 1. We claim thatŝ j = τ for j∈ [k + 1 : n]. Otherwise, there exists j∈ [k + 1 : n] such thatŝ j < τ , which implies that n j=k+1ŝ j < (n − k)τ . Since e ŝ = k, it follows that
Therefore, we obtain an index pair (i, j) ∈ [1 : k]×[k+1 : n] such that τ <ŝ i < 1 and 0 <ŝ j < τ , which is a contradiction. Let u(τ ) denote the number of entries ofŝ that are equal to one. Therefore, an optimal solution of (P k (τ )) is given bŷ
By definition of u(τ ), we haveŝ i ∈ [τ, 1) for i = u(τ ) + 1. Therefore, u(τ ) is the unique nonnegative integer that satisfies
Note that the function u(τ ) has the following closed form expression:
So, by definition of I k (u), we see that u(τ ) = u if and only if τ ∈ I k (u). Thus, assertion (a) follows. The proof for (b) follows the same lines, only that now we can show that all larger coordinatesŝ i = τ for all i ≤ k whereas there can be at most one smaller coordinateŝ v+1 ∈ (0, τ ), where v = v(τ ) ≥ k now denotes the number of coordinates ofŝ that are equal to τ . Here, v = v(τ ) if and only if
Lemma 2 Let 1 < p < ∞. For any k∈ [1 : n − 1], we can calculate the optimal value z k (τ ) of the problem (P k (τ )) as follows: Proof The formulae (12) follow immediately from Lemma 1. Convexity is immediate by 1 < p < ∞, and continuity follows by direct inspection.
Optimizing z k (τ ) is in itself a demanding global optimization problem in one variable, see Figure 1 (where p = 5, k = 10, and n = 30). This serves also as a counterexample that τ = We arrive at
Hence, we only have to deal with
Therefore Lemma 3 yields lim sup Interestingly, even though the case p = ∞ does not match the assumptions of Theorem 1, the exact answer is known even for finite n (see Theorem 7 below), and fits the result above when q = 1. On the other hand, unfortunately, for 1 ≤ p < 2, we cannot transfer above arguments, but we can find in a similar way an explicit asymptotic upper bound:
Theorem 6 For 1 ≤ p < 2 and fixed positive integer r, we have
Proof We discuss the function β p from the proof of Theorem 5 directly. Froṁ
we see that all critical points of β p must be less than 1 2 ; indeed, p < 2 and t ≥ 1 2 imply p(1 − t) < 1 and hence,β p (t) < 0. As β p (0) = 1 for p > 1 while β 1 (0) = 2 and β p (1) = 0 always hold, we only need to show β p (t) ≤ 2 for all t ≤ 1 2 . However, this is immediate from
The result follows as in the proof of Theorem 5.
For p = 1 we can get an exact answer for finite n in the following section, which shows that the upper bound in the previous theorem is tight. Strangely, this is also true for p = ∞, the only case where both bounds from Theorems 5 and 6 coincide.
Exact Values for the Maximin Distance
Let us start with p = ∞, the maximum norm. The next result reveals that we can get an explicit expression for the maximin distance even for finite n and any positive integer r; note that the general result in [5, Thm.1] , adapted to our case, would give an upper bound of n r which is considerably larger, but this is understandable due to the special structure of the standard simplex.
Theorem 7 For any n ≥ 2 and any positive integer r, we have
Proof Let x ∈ ∆ n and let y = rx. Suppose that the coordinates are reordered so that s(y) ∈ R n > . By Theorem 2, m r (y) ∈ N n r is one of the closest points to y with respect to the ∞ -norm. Note that
where k := k(y). Let us fix k∈ [1 : µ rn ] and consider the following optimization problem parameterized by k:
where S k is defined as in (4). We first claim that
To this end, we first show that
which contradicts s i < 1 for each i. Furthermore, for sufficiently small > 0, the solutionŝ ∈ R n given byŝ i = 1 − for i∈ [1 :
n−k+1 . Note that these arguments hold also in case k = 1. In a similar fashion, we claim that
which is a contradiction. Clearly, the solutions ∈ R n given bys i = k k+1 for i∈ [1 : k + 1] ands j = 0 otherwise also belongs to S k . So max{s k+1 : s ∈ S k } = k k+1 , and (14) is established. It follows that
is a decreasing function of k, the largest value of 1 − 1 n is achieved when k = 1. On the other hand, if
is an increasing function of k, the largest value never exceeds n−1 n = 1 − 1 n in this case. It follows that
which establishes our assertion.
It is worth noticing that the maximin bound A ∞ (n, r) is actually attained. Indeed, letŷ ∈ R n be given byŷ 1 = r − 1 + for each n ≥ 2. Unfortunately, this favourable behaviour cannot be exploited too well; see Section 6 for a discussion.
Next we deal with p = 1. Beforehand, we note, for any positive integer r and any y ∈ N n r , that
Theorem 8 Let r be a positive integer and let A 1 (n, r) denote the maximin 1 distance over ∆ n with respect to the regular grid ∆ n r . For any n ≥ 2, we have
if 2 ≤ n ≤ 2r and n is even,
, if 2 ≤ n ≤ 2r and n is odd,
Proof Let us fix k∈ [1 : µ rn ] and consider the corresponding optimization problem given by (8) . We claim that s * k = (k/n)e ∈ S k is a maximizer of ψ 1 (s, k) overS k . Note that ψ 1 (s * k , k) = 2k(n − k)/n. Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exists v ∈ N n r such thatŝ := s(v) ∈S k and ψ 1 (ŝ, k) = v − m r (v) 1 > 2k(n − k)/n when p = 1. By (15) , it follows that 2 n j=k+1ŝ j = v − m r (v) 1 > 2k(n − k) n , which implies thatŝ k+1 > k/n. By definition ofS k , it follows thatŝ 1 ≥ŝ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ŝ k ≥ŝ k+1 > k/n. Therefore,
which contradicts the assumption thatŝ ∈S k . Therefore, 
Considering the function ϕ 1 (t) = 2t(1 − t) over t ∈ [0, 1], which increases on [0, , 1], it follows that the maximum is attained at k = r if r < n/2. If r ≥ n/2, then the maximum is attained at k = n 2 if n is even and at k = n+1 2 (or k = n−1 2 ) if n is odd. The assertion follows.
We remark that asymptotically, if n → ∞ and r n → 0, the maximin distance A 1 (n, r) approaches the 1 -diameter of ∆ (given by max x,y∈∆ x − y 1 = 2). Note also that this illustrates that Theorem 5 does not hold for p = 1. Rather, the upper bound given by Theorem 6 is tight.
Finally we turn to the most frequently used norm, the Euclidean norm where p = 2.
Theorem 9 For p = 2, n ≥ 2, and any positive integer r, we get the following explicit expression: The claim follows by maximizing the latter expression over k∈ [1 : µ rn ].
Approximation Considerations
First, let us establish the dependence of a Lipschitz constant L p (f ) on the dimension n.
Lemma 4 For a smooth function f with a bound
on the partial derivatives, we get, for any p with 1 < p ≤ ∞, a Lipschitz constant
